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1 Introduction

It is well known that the particles with the value of spin more than two arise nat-
urally when quantizing such classical objects as the relativistic oscillator, string or
discrete! string. The challenging problem for these kinds of theories is to construct
the lagrangian description both for free and for interacting particles with the higher
spins.

Recent developments in this activity have revealed, that the particles with the
higher spins can propagate through the background having the constant curvature,
in particular through the AdS space (see [1] and the references therein), as well as
interact with the constant electromagnetic field or symmetrical Einstein spaces [2].
The utilization of the technique of the Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics leads
also to the description of the particle with spin 2 on the background of the constant
curvature [3], and on the background being real "Kahler - like" manifold [4]. In
all these approaches corresponding lagrangians possess some gauge invariance in
order to remove the states with the negative norm - the ghosts - from the physical
spectrum.

The same problem, i.e., the inclusion into the theory of necessary gauge invari-
ance is present also in the description of free particles which belong to irreducible
representations of the Poincare group. The possible way out of this problem is the
method of the BRST constructions which naturally leads to the desired gauge in-
variant hermitian lagrangians [5]. However, the construction of the corresponding
nilpotent BRST charges for the system of constraints describing either reducible
massive [6] or irreducible massless [7] representations of the Poincare group with
the Young tableaux having one row is not straightforward due to the presence of
the second class constraints. This problem can be solved after the introduction into
the theory of the additional bosonic oscillator and the construction of the auxiliary
representations for the second class constraints in terms of this oscillator. Then
after the partial gauge fixing [7] the BRST invariant lagrangian leads to the one
constructed by Fronsdal [8] for the irreducible massless higher spins.

The construction of lagrangians describing an arbitrary representations of
the Poincare group is complicated due to the necessity of the construction of the
auxiliary representations of the Lie algebras having the rank more than one in the
framework of the BRST approach. The general method for such constructions where
some generators from the Cartan subalgebra are excluded from the total system of
constraints forming an arbitrary Lie algebra was given in [9]. Below we use this
method for the derivation of the lagrangians for the massless particles belonging to
the irreducible representations of the Poincare algebra with the corresponding Young
tableaux having two rows. The complete generalization of this procedure to the
arbitrary irreducible representation of the Poincare group will be given elsewhere.
Let us note that the approach used is different from the one given in [10] and
leads to the different form of the final lagrangian which describes only irreducible
representations, corresponding to Young tableaux with two rows.



The paper is organized as follows. : ; . ,; • •• ''.
In Sec.2 we quote the main results of [9] needed for our study.
In Sec.3 we explicitly derive the lagrangians describing the irreducible represen-

tations of the Poincare group with corresponding Young tableaux having two rows.
In Sec.4 we-present some explicit examples of our constriction.
Sec.5 contains our conclusions-and discussion of open problems. Some compli-

cated expressions and formulae are carried out to Appendix.

2 The BRST construction

The fields we are going to consider correspond to the following Young tableaux

Ml M2

(2.1)

and are described by the field $plB...(,nM»1^...^2(j;). which is the n\'+' n-2 {nt >
712) rank tensor field symmetrical with respect to the permutations of each type
indices. The correspondence with a given Young tableaux implies, that after the
symmetrization of all indices of the first raw with one index of the second raw the
basic field vanishes, i.e.,

(2-2)

Further, all traces of the basic field must vanish:

In addition, this field is subject to the following system of equations, namely the
mass shell and transversality conditions for each type of indices. In the massless
case we have

= 0 ,

= 0-

(2.4)

(2-5)

(2-6)

To describe all irreducible representations of the Poincare group simultaneously
it is convenient to introduce an auxiliary Fock space generated by the creation
and annihilation operators cf^a^ with Lorentz index fi = 0,1,2,..., D — 1 and
additional internal index i = 1,2. These operators satisfy the following commutation
relations

[<,ai+] =-g^Sij, gllv = diag{l,-l,-l,...,-l), , (2.7)

where <5y is usual Cronecker symbol , ,



The general state of the Fock space depends on the space-time coordinates xfl

and the components $i,.UL2-,h,l,vlv2--,,n.2{x) are automatically symmetrical under the
permutations of indices of the same type.

The conditions (2.2) (2.6) can be easily expressed in this auxiliary Fock space
as

T|$) = 0, (2.9)
Ly |$) = 0, (2.10)
Z,°|$) = L!|$) = 0. (2.11)

where the operators

- a,l %• ~ 2 W - W - 2a''"'1' ~ Pl'a'r ^ ' '

along with their conjugates

and operators

satisfy the following nonzero commutation relations

[L",Lls+]=H\ {L2

[T, Ln] = Li2, [T, L12] = 2L22, [T, T+] = H' - H2,
12 (2.15)

•--2LU+, [T+,L12]

and

= -rf i 2L', [ r , T) = -6nL2,

= (5aL2+ , [L i+ , T] = d'i2L1+,

r , L"+] = - ^ L 1 + , [LI+ , Ln] = SilL\ (2.16)

U , L22+] = - J i 2 L 2 + , [Z/+ , L22] = <5t2L2,
l , LVi+] = -5* l L 2 + - <5i2Ll+, [Li+ , L12] = <S£1L2 + r5i2L',



Note the asymmetry between the operators. a^+ and a^+ in (2.9). The later
equation means in turn that just (2.2) is fulfilled where one index of the second
raw is symmetrized with indices of the first one. In order to restore the mentioned
symmetry, the following equation

T+ |$) = 0, : . . (2.17)

should be added to the system of constraints: The consistency of the equations (2.9)
and (2.17)

[T,T+]|$> = (Hl - //2) |$) = (n, -na)!*) = 0 (2.18)

implies the equality of numbers nt = n2 = n of the operators a'/ and a^+ in the
Fock space vector (3.17). However, in this case one can show using only equation
(2.9) the following property of the basic field

and, as a consequence, the equation (2.17) is also fulfilled. Moreover, there is no
nonzero solution of the equation (2.9) for the case of n\ < n2. All this means that,
the Fock space vector under the constraint (2.9) contains all possible Young tableaux
of the type (2.1) and only once each of them.

The set of operators Llj, J , &>+,T+, Hl form the algebra (2.15) of the group
50(3,2), H{ being1 the. Cartan generators. Since the conditions /f*|$) = 0 can
not be satisfied for any nonzero vector |$), the generators H' must be excluded
from the total set of constraints, and therefore one obtains the system of the first
and the second class constraints. The corresponding nilpotent BRST charge can be
constructed as follows [9].

The first step is to construct the auxiliary representations of the algebra 50(3, 2)
using the Verma module after introduction of the additional creation and annihi-
lation operators [&/,&j] = &u, I,J = 1, ---A (The general method for such con-
structions was given in [11]). Note that the number of the oscillators is equal to the
number of positive, roots of algebra 50(3, 2) and the vector |$) depends also on the
creation operators 6+. The auxiliary representation has the form:

t+ r22+ _ L+ . •

°2 1 '-'aw. ~ °3 >

Taux. = {hi - h2 - 6+64)64

b2-bth + hl,
b+b4 + h2, (2.20)

b+b2 - b+b4 + hi)b! - btb2 + b+b2b2,

+ 6+62 + 26+ b3 + M + h2)b2 + btb4b4b

btb3 + {h2 - hi)btbu

b+b3 + b+h + h2)h



where hi and h2 are parameters and the auxiliary representations of operators Hl

depend on them linearly.
Further, let us denote Ea = {Lij,T) (a > 0), and define

Hi = Hi + Hi
aux. + h\ £a = Ea + E%uJh), (2.21)

whore we have explicitly extracted the dependence on parameters hi in the auxiliary
representations of Cartan generators. After writing the SO(3, 2) algebra in the
compact form

[Hi,£a]=a{t)£a,
[£a, £~a] = dU\ (2.22)

we introduce the anticommuting variables r\a = (r)ij,r]T) r)-a = r/+, having ghost
number one and corresponding momenta V-a — V\ and Va, having ghost number
minus one with the commutation relations:

Sap. (2.23)

The "ghost vacuum" is defined as

>7«|0) = Va\0) = 0 (2.24)

for positive roots a. The nilpotent BRST charge for the above subsystem of con-
straints with no H1 dependence has the form

Qi=Y^ (Va£~a + ri-a£
a) - \ Y , Na0r,.ar,^Va+e (2.25)

Q>0 aP

where the. parameters hl have to be substituted by the expressions [9]

_** = -W - Hlux, - J2 m {ripP-p - V-p-Pp) (2.26)
P>o

The inclusion of the constraints CA = (L°, L\ Li+) into the total BRST charge
Q is trivial, namely

Q = Qi+Q2 (2.27)
where

Q2 = VoL° + ViL
i+ + nfU - VtViVo + Y, (VAVfPBC^A + VAVCTBC^) (2.28)

a>0,A,B

in self explanatory notations. This completes the procedure of constructing nilpotent
BRST charge for our system.



3 The lagrangian and the partial gauge fixing

The BRST invariant lagrangian which describes the massless irreducible represen-
tations of the Poiiicare group of the form (2.1) can be written as

-L = J dVo(X\KQ\x), (3.1)

being invariant under the gauge transformations

S\x) = Q|A) (3.2)

with a parameter of gauge transformations |A). The Kernel operator A' in the
scalar product (3.1) is necessary to make the lagrangian hermitian [9], since the
BRST charge Q is not hermitian as one can conclude from the explicit form of flip
auxiliary representations (2.20). The operator K is constructed as follows. Let us
introduce the vector in the space of Verma module

(T+)"4 |0)v , (3.3)

where. Q'i, « 2 , . . . « r is some ordering of positive roots, 7tj 6 N and En\{))v = 0 The
corresponding vector in the Fock space generated by the creation and annihilation
operators bi, bf is

|n!, 712,71.3,714) = (&jh)n i(^)"'2(^)n3(^l)"'1 |0)- (3-4)

The Kernel operator K defining the scalar product of two vectors \<k\) and |$2) as
(<3>2|/(1$i) has the form

K = Z+Z, (3.5)

where the operator Z transforms the given state from the Fock space to the corre-
sponding state in the Verma module and have the following form

Such form of the operators Z and K guarantees the identity of the scalar products
of the corresponding vectors in the Fock space and in the Verma module. Then the
following modified hermiticity relation is satisfied [9]

Q+K = KQ (3.7)

In order to be physical the lagrangian (3.1) must have ghost number equal to
zero and therefore the ghost number of the vector |x) which in turn is the series
expansion with respect to creation operators r/0, rjf, V*, ?)+, V*, along with operators
ajt

+ and bj must be zero as well. The same applies to the parameter of the gauge
transformations |A) which has the ghost number equal to —1.
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Below we prove, following a slightly different way than in [7], that the vector \\)
contains the only physical field |50) with no b* dependence. The other fields can be
either excluded using the equations of motion or gauged away.

First let us write explicitly the V^ dependence of the vector \x) and the para-
meter |A)

|.\) = \Xo)+V+\x*)+V+V+\Xttli) + ... (3.8)

|A) = |A0) + P+|Aa) + VZP^Aaff) + - (3.9)

From the gauge transformation law (3.2) and the explicit form of the auxiliary
representations of SO(3, 2) algebra (2.20) one can see that the field \\o) transforms
through parameters |Afl) as

6+ - 6+6, - 26+62)|AT>. (3.10)

As it was shown in [7] one can use this gauge freedom to gauge away all b+ depen-
dence in | \ (i) and therefore

l>/lxo) = 0 (3.11)

Let us note. that, one is left with the residual gauge freedom in transformations of
|\(!) with the parameter Ao). However this parameter is irrelevant to the proof of
b) independence of the vector |xo)-

As the second step we use the ideology of auxiliary BR.ST conditions [12]. Namely
since the equations of motion resulting from the lagrangian (3.1) have the forn)1

Q\X) = O (3.12)

one can also impose on \x) the auxiliary conditions

Rilx) = {Mi,Q}± \x) = QM,\X) = 0 (3.13)

for some operators My. Such conditions do not affect the physical content of the
theory since they remove the states with the zero norm. The choice of the operators
Mi is actually the choice of the BRST gauge.

Taking M; — &/, one obtains

(r/tl + ^Ur/+,/;))|x) = 0 (3.14)

where the. operators An are written in the Appendix. Their explicit form leads to
the following solution of equations (3.14)

\X) = {l + VtxAu)(l+Vt2Ax2){l+Vt2A22){l + V+AT)\xa), (3.15)

'Shu:n the Kernel operator K is nondegenerate one can multiply the equation KQ\\) = 0 on
A'"1 to obtain (3.12)



and from (3.11) and (Al) (A4) one obtains

M = lxo>- (3.1G)

Until now we have proven that the all bj and V* dependence in the vector | \ ) is
the BRST gauge artifact. However one has to keep in mind the equations of motion
resulting from the lagrangian (3.1) after the variation with respect to this "pure
gauge" fields (see the Appendix).

Inserting the vector \x) of the form (3.16) into (3.1) and performing explicit
calculation one obtains that, the part |x) which contains 7/+ dependence completely
decouples from the lagrangian, therefore, the state vector has effectively the form

f \R2) + w+V+VflRi) + voV.}-PW\RA) (3.17)

\x) =

with vectors \Si) and \R,) having ghost number zero and depending only on bosonio
creation operators a1*.

Finally using the residual gauge freedom with the parameter |Ao) and equations
of motion one can gauge away the field |S3) - \SA), express the other fields in terms
of the single field \SQ) and put them into the lagrangian. The final expression for the
lagrangian describing all massless irreducible representations of the Poincare group
with the corresponding Young tableaux having two rows has the form

-L = {S0\L° - L+lLl - L+2L2 ~ L+lL+lLn

~L+lL+2L12 - L+2L+2L22 - 2L+nL°Ln - L + n L l L 1

~L+[L+nL'Lu - L+]L+l2L2Ln + L+lL+22LlL22

-L+lL+22L2Ll2~L+2L+llLlLl2 + L+2L+uL2Lu

-L+2L+nLlL22 - L+2L+22L2L22 + L+ 1L+ 1L+ 2 2L nL 2 2

-L+1L+2L+l2LnL22 + L+2L+2L+uLnL22 + 3L+[1L+22L°LnL22

+L+uL+22L1LlL22 - L+uL+22LlL2Ln + L+nL+2212L2Lu

+L+lL+nL+22LlLnL22 + L+2L+nL+22L2LuL22\S0) (3.18)

where the field \SQ) is constrained as

T\S0) = 0 (3.19)

LnLn |5o> = LnLl2\S0) = L22L22\S0) = L12L22\S0)

= (L]2L12 + 2LnL22)\S0) = 0. (3.20)

From the algebra (2.15) one can conclude that the constraints given above are
consistent with each other. Actually there are two independent constraints on the



basic field, namely the constraint (3.19) and first of the constraints (3.20), the other
ones can be considered as the consistency conditions for this system.

The lagrangian (3.18) is invariant under the transformations

S\S0) = Ll+\\i) i = l,2. (3.21)

parameters |Aj) coming from "P^|Ai) + PJIA2) term in |A0) are constrained as

Lki\\i) = T\X2) = 0 T|A,) = |A2) (3.22)

The conditions (3.22) are necessary to maintain the gauge fixed form (3.17) (or
oquivalently the gauge invariance of constraints (3.19) -(3.20)) of the wavefunction
\\j with respect the residual gauge transformations (3.2). Finally one arrives at the
transformations with the single gauge parameter |A) = iA^

(3.23)

constrained as follows
(3.24)

4 Examples

In this section we construct the explicit form of the lagrangians for some simple
Young tableaux which correspond to lower orders in the expansion of the field \SQ).

The equation (3.19) means antisymmetry of the field: ^^{x) = —<&Vit,.{x).
The lagrangian (3.18) for this antisymmetric field (the notoph in four dimen-
sions [13])

L = - f c ^ S ^ , + 2*/lil,8/id,*w, (4.1)

in terms of the field strength F ^ = <3M<&„,,, + dv$Pjll + 8/,$^ has the standard
form

L = \FlP (4.2)

and is invariant under the well known gauge transformations

.***,„(*).= 0 A ( s ) - dvXpiz). (4.3)

The symmetry with respect to the first two indices $MV,P = $vn,p which is

9



guaranteed by the construction and the condition (3.19) lead to the following
property of the field $^1,^:

Taking all this into account the lagrangian (3.18) for the third rank tensor
field "Iv^ corresponding to the considered Young tableaux can be written in
the form

L = 2<Iv,p^<Iv,p - 3 $ W i / , ^ , p ^A'*™* ^pp^^a

+^^,pdfld^aai/1 + 3$w,p9p9ff$Wjff! (4.5)

and is invariant under the following gauge transformations

SQ/JVA00) = dnKnix) + &Vp(x) - dpX^ix) - dp\Utll{x), (4.6)

the gauge transformation parameter being traceless A/I>/; = 0.

The field ^^,p<r is symmetrical with respect to the permutations of the indices
(n, v) and (p, a) by the construction and obeys the relations

3W<7 + ^pu^a + $W,Va = 0 (4.7)

and

Qmpp = " 2 * W l W (4.8)

which is the only nontrivial among the constraints (3.19) as a consequence of
(4.7). Moreover, according to (2.19) it is also symmetrical under the permu-
tation of pairs of indices

SWo- = <*W*" (4-9)

The lagrangian for this field has the form

L = -4$^,pT5^$/ii/pT ^

)pP9Aia<7$<rv>TT + U^^^d^^rr (4.10)

and is invariant under the transformations

<J3V,a4(z) = dp,XVAb{x) - 2dttXllil/b{x) (4.11)

where the symmetrization over couples of Greek and Latin indices is assumed.
The parameter of the gauge transformations X^up is symmetrical with respect
to the indices v and p and obeys the constraints (3.24)

AM|/U, = AM,W = 0, (4.12)

10



\i,vp + -Vw + ^p,tiv — 0 (4-13)

and. therefore it is described by the Young tableaux of type j -p .

All hough the symmetry properties of the tensor $f,v.p(r.do not. coincide with those
for Wevl tensor Clivpa

they can be related to each other with the help of the following transformations

— T ( 'W"

(4.16)

Strictly speaking CflUiPa is not a Weyl tensor because its traces do not vanish. How-
ever, one1 can obtain from (4.10) the following lagrangian

1 . 1 .

from wliich the vanishing of all traces of this tensor on mass shell follows. Therefore
one can conclude that the lagrangian (4.17) consistently describes the free field
theory of the Weyl tensor.

5 Conclusions
In the present paper we have explicitly constructed the lagrangians describing mass-
less irreducible representations of the Poincare group of the form (2.1). As it was
mentioned in the introduction and is clear from the calculations above the approach
used for this construction can be directly applied for the lagrangian description of
an arbitrary representation of the Poincare group as well.

It seems to be interesting to generalize this technique also for the description of
the interaction of higher spin fields with some gravitational background. This will
obviously lead to the modification of the system of constraints present in the BUST
charge. The problem of constructing of the nilpotent BRST charge for this kinds of
physical systems can in turn reveal an allowed types of gravitational backgrounds
where the higher spin fields can propagate consistently.
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Appendix

Iti this Appendix we present some formulae implicitly used in the main body of
the paper.

The explicit form of the operators An(ri+,l>) in (3.14) shows that, they indeed
depend only on the operators r/+ and b/ the property crucial for the establishing
of the relation (3.16) :

.4,, = -2r/+&2 - 2r;+M4 - V+b^ + T]+2b2b2 + 2r/+Mik l

+2r/+M264 , (Al)

Al2 = -T]fb3 - T]nbib2 ~ Vri^i + Vrbib^ - rj^2bibibAb.i

-r}£2b,b2b4b4, (A2)
A 2 2 = 2r]^b3b4 - r^b2b2 - 2rj^2b2b3 - r^2b3b3 + 2rj^b2b4b4

—2ri^2b1b^ki — 2rj22b2b3b,i — 2rj*2bxb2b4b4 - 2rj22b2b2b4bA, (A3)

AT = -Vuh ~ T ? ^ + Tir'btbt, - 77+2616464 - t)22b2bAbA. (A4)

The lagrangian (3.1) after using the explicit expression of the state vector (3.17)
and of the BRST charge (2.27) takes the form

-L = {Rx\\Ri) + {R2WR2)- (R3WR3)- (RAWIU) - ( i?i |L ' |50)
+ (Rl\L

+l\S1) + (Ri\L+2\S3) - (R2\L
2\S0) + (R2\L

+l\S4)
+(R2\L+2\S2) - (R^lL'lSi) + (RilL2^) + (R3\L^\S5)
-(R4\L

X\S2) + (R4\L
2\S3) - (R^L+'lSs) + (S0\L

0\S0)

- (S2\L°\S2) + (S2\L
2\R2) - {S2\L

+l\R4)

~(S3\L°\S4) + (SalL2^,) + (53|L
+2|il4> - (S4\L°\S3)

- (S4\L
+1\R3) + (S5\L°\S5)

+ (S5\L
2\R3). (A5)

The equations of motion resulting from the lagrangian (A5) are

5 0 :

51 : • Ll\Rx) + L+2\R3) - LO|5X) = 0,

5 2 : 2 + 1 0 | )

12



53 : L2\R1)-+ L+2\R4) - L0]S4) = 0,
54 : Ll\R2) - L+l\R3) - L°|53) '= 0,
55

.Rl
R2 : \R2) - L2]5o) + L+2|52) + £+1 |54) = 0,

R4: \R4) + L1\S2)-L
2\S3)+L+1\S5) = Q, (A6)

while the equations of motion obtained from the variation of the initial lagrangian
(3.1) with respect to other fields in the expansion (3.8) which couple to the |xo) look
as follows • ••' ••. • • : >

\Ri) - L\\So)+ L+l\S1).+ l+2\S3) = 0,
\R2) - L2'\S0) + L+2|52) +

TJ5.) - |53) - |54) = 0, - • [52>—T|53) ± 0, • • L 1 1 ^ ) = 0 •

^ ) ; ^ 0,.

- |55) = 0,

T|52) = 0,

L12\S4) + |55) = 0,

L22\S2) = 0,

- \RZ) = 0,

- \Ri) = 0,

Ln\S5}=0, t

|52) - T\S4) = 0, L22|53) = 0,

L 1 1 ^ ) - ! ^ ) ^ 0 ' Ln\S4)=0,'

L12\S2) = 0, L22\S4) = 0,

(A7)

Ll2\R2)+\Ri)=Q,

.- | i l4}=0, T|5s) = 0,

= 0,

T\R4) = 0,

Due to this large but nevertheless, consistent system of equations all auxiliary fields
entering in the expansion of the state vector (3.17) are expressed via the basic field
\So)

13



|S4) = -\L12\S0), \SS) = -L"L22\SO),

|fi4> = (L'L22 - \L2L12 + L+1LnL22)\S0),

\R3) = (h'Li2 - L2LU - L+2LuL22)\S0),

|/?2) = (L2 + iL+ 1L1 2 + L+2L22)|5o),

Iflj) = (Ll + L+1L11 + i L+2Ll2)\Sn). (A8)
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